We theoretically investigate the application of topological plasmon polaritons (TPPs) to temperature sensing for the first time. Based on an analogy of the topological edge states in the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model, TPPs are realized in a one-dimensional intrinsic indium antimonide (InSb) microsphere chain. The existence of TPPs is demonstrated by analyzing the topology of the photonic band structures and the eigenmode distribution. By exploiting the temperature dependence of the permittivity of InSb in the terahertz range, the resonance frequency of the TPPs can be largely tuned by the temperature. Moreover, it is shown that the temperature sensitivity of the TPP resonance frequency can be as high as 0.0264 THz/K at room temperature, leading to a figure of merit over 150. By calculating the LDOS near the chain, we further demonstrate that the temperature sensitivity of TPPs is experimentally detectable via near-field probing techniques. This sensitivity is robust since TPPs are highly protected modes immune to disorder and can achieve a strong confinement of radiation. We envisage these TPPs can be utilized as promising candidates for robust and enhanced temperature sensing.
Topological phases of matter can support robust edge states immune against scattering from disorder and imperfections, which have received a great deal of attention in recent years and been demonstrated for electronic [1] , electromagnetic [2] , acoustic [3] , cold atomic [4] and mechanical [5] systems. In particular, since topological photonic systems can hold topologically protected optical modes [6] [7] [8] [9] , they provide great opportunities for achieving precise, robust and local control of light, which facilitate high-efficiency photonic devices such as unidirectional waveguides [10] , optical isolators [11] and topological lasers [12] [13] [14] . Notably, as a unique combination of topological protection and strong light confinement due to plasmonic excitations, topological plasmon polaritons (TPPs) are arguably among the most promising approaches to robust and deep-subwavelength scale lightmatter interactions and have therefore attracted growing attention in the last a few years [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . For instance, the modal wavelength of topologically bounded plasmonic modes in multilayered graphene systems can be squeezed as small as 1/70 of the incident wavelength [20] . Lowpower-consumption and highly-integrated four-wave mixing processes can also be engineered through the TPP modes in graphene metasurfaces [21] . As a result, the topological protection of the spectral and spatial position of TPPs with enhanced light-matter interactions indeed provides a novel route to robust sensing. However, to the best of our knowledge, there have been very few works concerning topological optical states for sensing applications so far.
In this work, we theoretically explore the possibility of the novel application of TPPs to temperature sensing for the first time. Based on a photonic extension of * changying.zhao@sjtu.edu.cn the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model [22] , schematically shown in Fig.1a , we realize TPPs in 1D dimerized InSb microsphere chains in the terahertz range, protected by the band topology that is characterized by the quantized complex Zak phase. The choice of intrinsic InSb is motivated by its temperature-dependent carrier concentration that can result in a thermally-tunable plasma frequency in the terahertz range [23, 24] . Based on this structure, we reveal that the resonance frequency of the TPPs can be successfully tuned by the temperature, leading to a high sensitivity and figure of merit. By calculating the local density of states (LDOS) at different temperatures, we further demonstrate that this temperature sensitivity can be experimentally detected and find that the LDOS signals of these TPPs are immune to disorder, leading to a robust temperature sensing functionality.
In Fig.1a , the chain is assumed to be aligned along the x-axis, where the dimerization is introduced by using inequivalent spacings d 1 and d 2 for the two sublattices, denoted by A and B with a dimerization parameter defined as β = d 1 /d where d = d 1 + d 2 is the lattice constant. This dimerization process gives rise to different hopping amplitudes of plasmon polaritons in either directions, well mimicking the SSH model for electrons [22] . Note due to the presence of near-field and farfield dipole-dipole interactions, a theoretical model beyond the nearest-neighbor approximation in the conventional SSH model should be implemented [25, 26] . To this end, the radius of the InSb microsphere is set to be a = 1µm, which is much smaller than the wavelength of interest (usually larger than 100µm). The electromagnetic response of an individual InSb microsphere is then described by the electric dipole polarizability with the radiative correction given by α(ω) =
, ω is the angular frequency of the driving field and k = ω/c is the wavenumber with c denoting arXiv:1911.02760v1 [physics.optics] 7 Nov 2019 the speed of light in vacuum [27] [28] [29] . The permittivity function of intrinsic InSb can be modeled by a Drude model as ε p (ω) = ε ∞ − ω 2 p ω 2 +iγω , where ε ∞ = 15.68 is the high-frequency limit of the permittivity, ω p is the plasma frequency, and γ is the damping coefficient, both of which depend on the temperature [23, 30, 31] . In particular, ω p = N e 2 /m * ε 0 and γ = e/m * µ, where N is the carrier concentration, m * is the effective mass of carries, µ is the mobility, e is the electric charge of an electron and ε 0 is the permittivity of the vacuum.
In the investigated temperature range in this work, the carrier mobility varies very slightly with the temperature and thus can be regarded as constant [30, 32] , leading to a decay rate of γ = 10π × 10 10 rad/s [23, 32] . The effective mass is chosen to be m * = 0.015m e [33] . When the temperature T is in the range from 160 to 350 K, the energy gap of InSb changes very little, and its the carrier concentration (in cm −3 ) as a function of temperature is described by the following experimental correlation equation [23, 30, 31] 
where k B is the Boltzmann constant. When the distance between the centers of different microspheres is larger than 3a, the electromagnetic interactions are exactly described by the coupled-dipole equations [27] [28] [29] :
where E inc (r) is the external incident field and p j (ω) is the excited electric dipole moment of the j-th microsphere. G 0 (ω, r j , r i ) is the free-space dyadic Green's function describing the propagation of field emitting from the i-th microsphere to j-th microsphere [28] . This model takes all types of near-field and far-field dipole-dipole interactions into account and is thus beyond the traditional nearest-neighbor approximation [15] .
According to the polarization direction of the dipole moments, the eigenmodes can be divided into two types: transverse and longitudinal [34] . More specifically, the dipole moments in the longitudinal modes are polarized along the x-axis, while those in the transverse modes are polarized perpendicular to the x-axis. In this work, we are mainly concerned with the topological properties of longitudinal modes. This is because transverse ones are more strongly coupled to the free-space radiation with a much narrower band gap and the localization degree is lower due to the long-range dipole-dipole interactions, all of which make it difficult to observe transverse topological eigenmodes experimentally, as discussed in our previous papers [25, 26] . We will also see that in Fig.4 , the near-field detected signal is mainly determined by the longitudinal modes. In order to identify the topological properties, we first calculate the longitudinally polarized band structures under two different temperatures of T = 200 K and 300 K, whose real parts are presented in Figs.1b and 1c respectively for different dimerization parameters at a fixed lattice constant d = 10µm. The calculation is done by applying the Bloch theorem for an infinitely long chain [25, 26] . Since the band structure is identical for the cases of β and 1 − β with the difference lying in their topological invariant [16, 17] , the band structures for the cases of β = 0.3 and β = 0.4 are not plotted. For β = 0.5, band gaps in the real frequency space persist to be open and a larger |β − 0.5| gives rise to a wider band gap. This behavior is consistent with the conventional SSH model [4] . Moreover, at different temperatures, the central frequency of the band gap is vastly different, actually close to the frequency of the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of a single microsphere at different temperatures, as a result of the strong coupling between the collective, delocalized surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes of the two sublattices at β = 0.5 [26] . While the present system is open and hence non-Hermitian, for longitudinal modes the non-Hermiticity in essence does not break the bulk-boundary correspondence and the complex Zak phase θ Z is adequate to capture the topological properties in the bulk side, which is the geometric phase picked up by an eigenmode when it adiabatically evolves across the first Brillouin zone (BZ), as proved by previous works [25, 26, 35] , from which more details can be found. Moreover, although in the present system the chiral symmetry breaks down, θ Z is still quantized (having only two values, 0 and π) in a similar way as in the chirally symmetric system because the eigenvectors are independent of the chiral-symmetry breaking terms in the effective Hamiltonian [17, 25, 26] . Calculation shows that the complex Zak phase for β = 0.7 and β = 0.6 is π and 0 for β = 0.3 and β = 0.4. Furthermore, we have examined that regardless of the lattice constant and temperature, the complex Zak phase is guaranteed to be 0 for β < 0.5 and π for β > 0.5 for longitudinal modes [25, 26] . Consequently in the present system, the complex Zak phase is a well-defined topological invariant in the bulk side. To examine the bulk-boundary correspondence, a crucial principle in topological physics, we then turn to a finite system under the open boundary condition and calculate its eigenmode distribution (i.e., discrete band structures). This can be done by using Eq.(2) with a zero incident field [17, 34] . More specifically, an eigenvalue equation in the form of G|p = α −1 (ω)|p is obtained, with G standing for the interaction Green's matrix and |p = [p 1 p 2 ...p j ...p N ] denoting the right eigenvector or the dipole moment distribution of an eigenmode with p j the dipole moment of the j-th microsphere. This equation gives rises to a set of complex eigenfrequencies in the lower complex plane likeω = ω − iΓ/2, where the real part ω stands for the angular frequency while the imaginary part Γ corresponds to the linewidth (or decay rate) of the eigenmode [17, 25, 26] . Additionally, for each eigenmode, the inverse participation ratio (IPR) is calculated IPR = N n=1 |pj | 4 ( N n=1 |pj | 2 ) 2 , which is closer to 1 for a more spatially localized eigenmode [25, 36] . The results are presented in Figs.2a and 2b for the cases of β = 0.7 and β = 0.3 under T = 300 K. In both cases complex band gaps keep open, consistent with the complex band gaps in the Bloch band structure. However, a significant difference between the β = 0.7 and β = 0.3 cases can be noted, which is that there are two midgap modes with high IPRs in the band gap in the former case. The dipole moment distributions of the two midgap modes are shown in the inset of Fig.2a , which is found to be highly localized over both boundaries. By considering the nontrivial complex Zak phase of the β = 0.7 case in the bulk side, it can be verified that these midgap modes are topologically protected edge modes, namely, topological plasmon polaritons.
To further demonstrate the bulk-boundary correspondence, Fig.2c shows the eigenmode distribution of a 1D connected chain consisting of a topologically trivial chain with β = 0.3 in the left and a topologically nontrivial chain with β = 0.7 in the right. The distance between the two chains is set to be 10µm. We can clearly observe two midgap modes with high IPRs reaching over 0.9, one of which is the topological interface mode while the other is the topological edge mode localized at the right boundary of the right chain. In addition, in Fig.2d , the dipole moment distribution for the topological interface mode is shown compared to those of two typical bulk eigenmodes, which are extended over the chain. To investigate the effect of lattice constant on the topological edge modes, the real part of the eigenfrequency spectrum of a finite chain as a function of the lattice constant are presented in Fig.2e with the dimerization parameter fixed as β = 0.7. It is found that the complex band gaps persist to be open with high-IPR eigenmodes robustly emerging in the complex band gaps. Note at large lattice constants, the real band gap almost closes while the imaginary part still opens, which are not shown here for brevity. In addition, the complex frequency of the topological modes hardly varies with the increase of the lattice constant, indicating its robustness (with a variation of angular frequency smaller than 0.003 cm −1 or about 5 nm). The dipole moment distributions of the topological midgap modes under different lattice constants are also presented in Fig.2f . In addition, we also confirm that for the cases of β < 0.5 at different lattice constants, no localized edge eigenmodes can be found. Therefore, by summarizing the results presented in Figs.1 and 2 , we can unambiguously confirmed that highly localized TPPs are found in the present system, which are topologically protected by the well-defined complex Zak phase if the dimerization parameter β > 0.5, regardless of the lattice constant and temperature.
On the basis of above analysis, we continue to investigate the effects of temperature on these TPPs and their application to temperature sensing. In Fig.3 , we show the variation of resonance frequencies of edge and interface TPPs with the temperature. It is observed that the resonance frequency of TPPs can be varied in a wide frequency range from about 0.2 THz to 4 THz by increasing the temperature from 160 K to 350 K. The frequencies of edge and interface TPPs almost overlap with each other, indicating the spectral stability of these topological modes against geometric parameters. The band gaps also become wider as the temperature grows, which makes it easier for experimental observation of TPPs at relatively high temperatures (not shown here). These observations feature a temperature sensing functionality for the TPPs. The temperature sensitivity can be defined from the resonance frequency of TPPs as S = ∆ω TPP /∆T , where ∆ indicates a small variation for a physical quantity. At room temperature (approximately taken 300 K), the sensitivity is about 0.88 cm −1 /K, or 0.0264 THz/K, which is equivalent a wavelength shift around 1.3423 µm/K. Moreover, we can also define a figure of merit (FoM) of this temperature sensing performance as FoM = ST /Γ = ∆ω TPP T /(Γ∆T ), which reaches over 150 at room temperature. In Fig.3b , the variation of S and FoM with the temperature are presented. As a comparison, recent optical temperature sensor has a sensitivity about 8.9 × 10 −3 THz/K and FoM around 119 [37] , which are significantly lower. In experiment, it has been shown that TPPs, or more generally, topological photonic modes, can be conveniently detected by the scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) [38, 39] or other high-momentum sources [40] . Here we numerically calculate LDOS ρ excited by an ideal electric dipole near the chain with a distance of 100 nm at different temperatures as a proofof-concept demonstration, which is also schematically shown in Fig.1a with a SNOM cantilever nearby. The calculation details can be found in Ref. [26] . The results of normalized LDOS ρ/ρ 0 for both topologically nontrivial and trivial systems are summarized in Fig.4a , where ρ 0 = ω 2 /(π 2 c 3 ) is the LDOS in vacuum. It is found that for topological chains (β = 0.7), LDOS, as a manifestation of light-matter interactions, is substantially enhanced in the band gaps due to the existence of TPPs, while for topologically trivial chains (β = 0.3), the LDOS peaks emerge at the band edges. Note care-fully there is a slight shift between the LDOS peaks of topological trivial and nontrivial cases [26] . For example, for T = 300 K at the spectral position of TPPs, namely, ω = 81.4 cm −1 , ρ/ρ 0 = 854.87, which reaches its maximum for the topological chain, while at this angular frequency ρ/ρ 0 = 676.86 for the non-topological chain and the peak position is at around ω = 81.2 cm −1 . Moreover, by varying the temperature to 299 K and 301 K, we can observe considerable shifts of LDOS peaks. Therefore, the temperature sensitivity of TPPs is experimentally detectable via near-field probing techniques like SNOM and terahertz quantum emitters [41] .
Furthermore, we can confirm that the enhancement and spectral positions of LDOS due to TPPs are robust over disorder. The disorder is introduced by shifting the positions of B-type NPs randomly in the range [−ηd 1 /2, ηd 1 /2] along the x-axis, while the positions of A-type NPs are fixed, to make period the d constant. Such disorder breaks both inversion and chiral symmetries, at least one of which are regarded as protecting the topological properties of the present system [17, 19, 26, 35] . In Fig.4b , results of the LDOS at T = 300 K of two randomly chosen disordered realizations for both topological and non-topological chains are presented, compared with those of ordered ones. It is clearly seen that the LDOS peaks in topological chains are very robust against disorder while those of non-topological chains significantly vary with the detailed positions of microspheres. To summarize, we theoretically investigate the application of TPPs to temperature sensing for the first time. We show that TPPs can be realized in a one-dimensional intrinsic InSb microsphere chain. By utilizing the temperature dependence of the permittivity of InSb, the resonance frequency of the TPPs can be thermally tuned. Moreover, the temperature sensitivity of the TPPs can be as high as 0.0264 THz/K at room temperature, leading to a FoM over 150. By calculating the LDOS near the chain as an experimentally detectable signal, we further demonstrate that these TPPs can achieve a strong confinement of radiation and are also immune to disor-der. We envisage these TPPs can be utilized as promising candidates for robust and enhanced temperature sensing, especially for on-chip thermometry [42] .
